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The Impact of Kenya African Soldiers on the Creation and
Evolution of the Pioneer Corps During the Second World
War
By Meshack Owino
Introduciton
As the Kenya colony began preparations for World War II, a crisis
engulfed the newly formed Pioneer Corps at their various bases at Ahero, and
Nairobi, Kenya. The main problem was the government's refusal to issue
African members of the Pioneer Corps with rifles for military service, among
other grievances. Indignant at what they perceived as an affront to their
n

masculinity, the pioneers in Nairobi demanded to know why the goverment
was refusing to arm them with rifles as promised during recruitment. On 18
September, 1939, they confronted their officers, and reminded them that: "you
told us that we are just as much askaris 1 as the KAR [King's African Rifles)
because the KAR cannot fight unless they have roads for lorries to take their
supplies to them. Surely then, ifwe have to make the roads, we shall be in front
of the troops and be slaughtered like women unless we are armed."2 The
situation deteriorated, and the pioneers, according to the government, went on
"strike" over the lack of ritles.3 Initially, the government responded to the
striking pioneers intransigently, and dismissed "a few malcontents."� The
pioneers were not cowed, however; the protests continued. Eventually, the
government succumbed and the pioneers were assured by the government that
their grievances would be looked into. 5 The pioneers scored a major victory in
their struggle for a respectable and dignified status in the military when the
government specifically promised to arm 25 percent of them with rifles during
combat. The pioneers were also promised by the government that all of them
would be trained and taught how to use firearms during military service.
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An equally important theme in this article is the social experience of
the pioneers in the World War II. Scholars have published a number of
important studies on African soldiers in warfare during the colonial period.
Many of these studies largely tend to focus on African wars of resistance to
colonialism,6 the formation ofcoloniaJ armies and African experience in them,7
and the role of African soldiers in World War 1,8 and World War JJ. 9 Other
studies deal with military laborers in Africa. 10 However, only a few of these
studies actually touch on the Pioneer Corps in World War II. Among such
studies is Timothy H. Parsons' book on the role of African soldiers in the
King's African Rifles [KAR]. 11 Following the footsteps of studies that deal
with the social experiences ofcommon soldiers, 12 Parsons' book examines the
agency and experience of ordinary soldiers in the KAR. Since Parsons' work
is on the King's African Rifles, he understandably touches on the pioneers
briefly, and concentrates mainly on the African soldiers serving in the King's
African Rifles. Michael Blundell, the Commander of a battalion of the l"
Pioneer Company during World War, also wrote a memoir that briefly touches
on the Pioneer Corps in World War 11. 11 However, while Blundell's memoir
is very important for our understanding of some of the experiences of the
pioneers in World War II, it largely focuses on his own personal experiences
in colonial Kenya, and largely ignores the rank-and-file African view of the
Pioneer Corps. This article therefore hopes to build on these studies that deaJ
with the social experience of African soldiers during the colonial period by
focusing on what Timothy Parsons calls "the rank-and-file African
soldiers"-the African laborers who served in the Pioneer Corps during the
World War II. Since the pioneers served in a labor unit during the war, it is
important for them to be studied in their own right and their story told because
they served just as much as soldiers in other units during the war, soldiers
whose stories have already been told. Indeed, an examination of the pioneers
is particularly urgent given that the fow who survive are elderly and ailing, and
are on the verge of disappearing with their knowledge of the Pioneer Corps,
endangering our effort to tell their side ofthe story for the historical record. In
200 I, Cpl. Thomas Alfred Oluocb Odawa expressed the hope that the memory,
honor, and sacrifice of the pioneers during the war were not in vain and would
not be forgotten by historians. 14
The Origin of the Pioneer Corps
As Europe moved inexorably towards war in 1939, government
officials in Kenya started becoming anxious about the potential impact of the
war on African labor in colonial Kenya. They were worried that the advent of
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... they also provide a large proportion ofthe police force and a consid"erable
proportion ofthe KAR."24 He observed that Nyanza's population by 1940 was
"almost exactly 40% that of Kenya."25 He pointed out that the population of
Nyanza province, including, at that time, the Kipsigis areas, and some parts of
the present day western Kenya, was 1.25 million. As a result ofhis beliefthat
Nyanza population could sustain the unit, Fazan advised that the unit should be
established as soon as possible in readiness for the war.26
What remained now was the creation ofthe unit, and that was exactly
where the assumptions ofthe colonial administration officials began to clash
with the demands and expectations of African recruits who were required to
serve in it. It was at that point that colonial officials found themselves making
changes to their original plans for the proposed labor unit, accommodating, in
the process, the interests of the eligible African recruits, and, in the end,
influencing the evolution oftbe proposed labor unit.
How African Concerns Influenced the Creation of the Pioneer
Corps
When the colonial officials in the Manpower Committee started
planning how to create the military labor unit, they found out that African
soldiers' objectives and concerns while enlisting for military service in World
War 11 were not always in tandem with their own. While the major interest
of colonial authorities and their settler allies in establishing the military
labor unit was to maintain control over the fl.ow and direction of African labor
into civilian government projects, settler farms, and the army during the war,
many African recruits were primarily keen on joining the military for reasons
that were not necessarily in synch with those of the colonial authorities and
their European allies in the empire. Colonial officials expected African
members of the proposed unit to identify with their cause and uncritically
provide their labor to European settlers, the anny, and other areas where
they were needed. Many Africa soldiers on the other hand joined the military
purely for economic reasons, that is, for wages and material rewards they
expected to earn from the military for their service.27 Okola Omolo, for
example, joined the military because certain retired soldiers in his village
owned beautiful things like beds, blankets, and curtains in their homes. He
admired them so much that he decided to join the military to be like them.2s
Since the military offered the best wages to men without formal training and
education in the colony,29 these soldiers believed that military service
provided them with the best opportunity to save money with which to buy
land, clothes, blankets, bicycles, and livestock to offer as dowry to families of
their brides. Other men joined the military for social reasons. Such men saw
military service as a good opportunity to demonstrate how courageous and
masculine they were to their peers. Their aim
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were not soldiers in the real sense of the word because they were not allowed
to bear arms. Such men had already been told by veterans from previous
military expeditions in East Africa that they would be the butt ofjokes and
insults from civilians and fellow soldiers if they did not have rifles. Explaining
why he was reluctant to join the military, for example, Maura Oyiro said that
it was because be had heard that African veterans who served in labor units
during �orld War I were not issued with rifles. According to Oyiro, such
soldiers were not considered in the village as "real soldiers" doing "real and
serious military work" because they were not allowed to serve with rifles and
participate in actual fighting.40 As a result of such sentiments, members of the
Nyanza Manpower Subcommittee came to realize that the lack ofritles was a
very serous concern among Africans, and could easily derail the proposed
project. Fazan remarked that, "the great complaint among the men, who arc
otherwise keen and proud ofthemselves ... is that their women will mock them
ifthey are not armed.41
During conversations with African elders and potential recruits,
members of the Nyanz.a Manpower Subcommittee also identified and singled
out the low wages and general poor tenns ofservice that labor units (compared
to regular military units like KAR) were notorious for as potential bottlenecks
to the recruibnent of men for the proposed unit. Although Kenya African
recruits have generally been characterized as always ready to serve in the
military, this was not always the case. Their willingness to join the military was
not always guaranteed; rather, it was contingent upon the tenns and conditions
ofservice in the military. Where salaries were high, relations between officers
and ordinary soldiers good and life generally pleasant, Africans generally
enlisted in large numbers. Where terms of service were poor, however,
Africans tended to evade military service. In this connection, regular military
units such as the East Africa Army Medical Corps, and the East Africa Anny
Service Corps were generally attractive to recruits because they provided better
tenns of service than most other units during the war.42 The KAR was
particularly popular among African recruits because its members were issued
with rifles during military service-a fact that reinforced the masculinity and
prestige of the recruits in their villages. On the other hand,military labor units
did not provide their men with good wages, rifles were not issued at all at the
beginning ofthe war, and service was generally brutal, grinding, and inhumane.
Labor units were loathed by Africans.
Noting that labor units had an extremely bad reputation among
Africans, the Nyanza Manpower Subcommittee warned the government that the
proposed labor unit would not take off unless eligible recruits were given
assurances that they would be treated differently from labor recruits who served
309

Committee to steer away from it. In a letter to the Manpower Committee, Fazan
proposed a way of getting around the term "labor'' in order to facilitate the
establishment ofthe military unit. He proposed removing the word "labor" and
replacing it'with a less frightening term. He recorded his recommendat ion to
the government as follows: "upon receiving the communique from the
Chairman ofthe Manpower Committee proposing to establish a labor corps, we
immediately headed him off the term 'Labor Corps' and chose 'Pioneer Corps'
as likely to be more popular."49
In this sense, therefore, African concerns were forcing colonial
authorities to change tact in their plans to create a labor unit for the war. Their
anxieties compelled the administration to devise a way around the problem by
rechristening the unit as the "Pioneer Corps." According to the Oxford English
Dictionary, the tenn "Pioneers" was first used in eighteenth-century warfare to
refer to "one of an advance party of soldiers.," whose task in western armies
was "clearing and making roads." Such European military units built and
cleared roads and bridges for advancing armies in battles. They traveled ahead
of the main body of the army preparing the way for it to move smoothly. In the
context of Kenya, the name "Pioneers" was well chosen because it accurately
described the work that the proposed unit would engage in during the war
without provoking trepidation among potential recruits, or alerting them to the
real intention of the government in forming the military unit
African fears and concerns also compelled members of the Nyanz.a
Manpower Subcommittee to propose to the government to create a small labor
unit that would be expanded gradually as the number ofrecruits increased, and
the conditions within the colony demanded. They called this unit the "nucleus
unit," a corps, or CADRE. They advised the government to attach the unit to
the government's Public Works Department as a temporary measure; during
peacetime, the Afr ican members of the unit would be deployed into labor
related work within the province; during wartime, they would be fully
mobilized and deployed into the war-front. They pointed out the numerous
advantages and possibilities in starting off the project with a smaller labor
corps. First, n small labor corps would be mc111agc::able and sustainable
financially during peacetime. Second, attached to the Public Works
Department, the unit would enable the government to develop much needed
infrastructure while awaiting further orders. Third, geared and ready for
deployment, the unit wouJd enable the colony to deploy men into the army
efficiently and effectively on a short notice. so 1n short, such a labor unit would
enable the colonial administration to maintain control over the recruitment,
supply, 3!1d deployment of the allegedly abundant labor supply where it was
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the labor unit continued to undergo change as it waited for deployment into
military service. Largely reliant on the Luo ofNyanza for its manpower, this
is the labor unit that came to be known as "The Pioneer Corps"57 or locally as
Panyalw.

How African Concerns Influenced the Evolution of the Pioneer
Corps
As colonial authorities laid down the structures of the Pioneer
Corps, they found themselves continuing to address and alleviate African
anxieties and fears towards the Pioneer Corps, leading to its further evolution.
When, for example, the Nyanza provincial administration officials launched
recruitment drives for the Pioneer Corps by drawing up a list of names of
potential recruits and organizing agents to go to the villages to look for them,
they quickly realized that their plan could backfire in the face of African
concerns and anxieties. They nervously rescinded the plan because:
ifwe make a provisional list of names and warn the persons
listed we shall simply start a pack of rumors and
nervousness all over the reserve. Whatever we may say
everybody will think he is down for the carrier corps and
many of the persons listed would immediately seek the
shelter of other work as far away from the reserve as
possible. 58
Thus, instead of drawing up a list of the potential recruits and asking
them to report for duty, the administration changed tactics by sending out "old
and trustworthy Africans" to the rural villages to convince them lo join the
proposed Pioneer Corps unit. These recruitment agents were well-known and
respectable old men who could be trusted to convince youngsters in the villages
to join the new unit.59
Yet, in spite of all these preparations, the enlistment of men into the
Pioneer Corps generally remained sluggish. Part ofthe reason for this lethargic
enlistment ofAfricans into the nucleus Pioneer Corps was the way some ofthe
local recruiters treated those joining the Corps. Some of the colonial
administrators and African recruiters did not seem to follow the
recommendations ofthe Nyanz.a Manpower Subcommittee on the handling of
the recruits' concerns and problems, and therefore tended to treat them like·
laborers of the old Carrier Corps of World War I. In fact, some European
colonial officials treated the recruits as if they would be pennanent members
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arrive in numbers."6"1 "The response of the natives," according lo the colonial
administration, was "truly amazing."65 According to some reports, the large
turnout even overwhelmed available accommodation at Ahero and the
government resorted to provisional measures to deal with a large number of
recruits. Temporary corrugated iron tents were constructed to accommodate the
,
recruits.' (,(; A ginnery al Kibos was transformed into a "forward depot for
recruits who had passed the doctor, keeping the Kisumu Labor camp as a
depot for recruits still awaiting examination.''47
Due to spirited government recruitment drives in response to the
presence of Italians in Ethiopia and the deteriorating geo-politicaJ climate in
Europe, the number of pioneer recruits at the Ahero Camp rose from 3 50 on 31
July, 1939 to 1,900 by 1 September, 1939. Some of these men were
immediately sent to Nairobi, while others were retained at Ahero where they
continued to receive training while awaiting orders for deployment into the
war. It was around this time that they went on strike.
The Pioneers Go on Strike at Ahero, and Nairobi
Admittedly, it is no longer easy to reconstruct with any precision the events
that led to disturbances among the pioneers at Ahero, and Nairobi. Apart
from the amount of time that has elapsed since the strikes, many of the
soldiers who served in the Pioneer Corps and, perhaps, participated in the
strikes, have died. The best currently available sources are archival documents
that largely consist of colonial accounts of the strike. But while on the
surface these accounts may appear biased towa.rds the colonial perception of
the events around the pioneer strike, on a closer inspection, they reveal a
surprising wealth of information that seem to agree to a great extent with the
few extant oral accounts of the strike. The reports by the Nyanza Provincial
Commissioner are particularly useful in helping to reconstruct the events
surrounding the strike.
What emerges from these accounts is that by August 1939, tension
had escalated between European countries, and the World War JI was about
to begin. ln response to the worsening international political climate, the
colonial government in Nairobi appealed for recruits to come out in large
numbers to help it in the looming war. More relevantly for this paper, the
colonial government appealed to military and civilian officials in Nyanza to
urgently increase the number ofits Ahero pioneer recruits to 2,350 by
September, 1939. The government also directed that 150 of those Ahero
recruits should be sent to Nairobi immediately to help create a nucleus of a
new pioneer corps for men from Central Province, and other parts of Kenya.
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The Departure and Deployment of the Pioneer Corps Into
Combat
Although the Jtalian government remained neutral at the beginning
of the Second World War, the Kenyan colonial government decided not to
take any chances with its security. It remained vigilant by deploying its
mjJitary along its borders, especially its Northern Frontier District border with
Italian Somali land and Ethiopia. Consequently, the newly classified
combatants in the Pioneer Corps, along with soldiers from other military
units, were deployed to the North Eastern Frontier District to monitor the
movements and activities of the Jtalian government. By 11 November, 1939,
the combatants leftNyanza for what S. H. Fazan described as "a more active
field." Now officially considered as combatants, the pioneers joined other
military units in the field with pride and knowledge that their status was not
any different from other military units serving in the war. Their departure for
"a more active field," Fazan later
,
confessed, made "me feel lonely without them.' 9,4 On 13 November, a
company of the 2nd Baualion left for the field. On 29 November, the
remainder of the two battalions left and "are now 'somewhere in Kenya,'
taking with them the good wishes of the provinces.''95 The vigilance of the
Kenya colony was vindicated when the Italians officially abandoned their
neutrality and joined the war on the Axis side in June 1940. The entry of the
Italians into the war officially brought the war into East Africa, and the
Pioneer Corps were activated along with other units for military service in
Italian Somali land and Ethiopia. The pioneers now began seeing active
combat. Deployed against the Italian forces in Somaliland and Ethiopia, the
pioneers' main responsibility was clearing paths and building roads and
bridges for their soldiers to pass through. They provided support to the
troops.
By all accounts, the pioneers deported themselves well during the
East African campaign that lasted from June 1940 to June 1941. They did not
consider themselves junior and their role inferior to other soldiers in the war.
They conducted themselves with distinction because they believed that they
were "just ac; much askaris as the KAR because the KAR cannot fight unless
they have roads for lorries [trucks] to take their supplies to them."96 They
gave as much support as they could because they considered their role
critical to the mission of the Allied forces in East Africa and other parts of
the world. The next question, then, is this: what was the experience of the
Pioneer Corps in combat? That is the question that will be explored in the
next article.
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Conclusion
This article examined the experience and role of ordinary African
pioneers in making their military service in the Pioneer Corps during World
War II tolerable, humane, and dignified. The article showed that, when the
colonial government created the Pioneer Corps, it expected Africans to
serve in it uncritically and without asking questions. But, as the article
clearly demonstrates, that is not what happened. Instead of submitting and
serving passively like automatons, the pioneers took on the colonial
government, constantly asked questions about their military service, and
organized strikes to demand better terms of service during World War II.
The pioneers were very actively involved in defining their roles and welfare
in the Pioneer Corps during the war. Their protests and campaigns generated
change that made their service tolerable, dignified, and meaningful, and,
eventually influenced the evolution of the Pioneer Corps during the World
War JI. Their experiences and activities during the war are a poignant
reminder to scholars, policy makers, and the ordinary people themselves of
the power of ordinary people to bring about change in their societies, and
make their lives tolerable, dignified, and meaningful.
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